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ditors: Pere is the story of the secret of the deadly Lowisite gas, revealed
Or the first time. As the Disarmament Conference is about to consider chemical
xarf are, this is an iilport ant and timely story.)

THE SECRET OF AMERICA'S DEADM
LEWISITE WAR GAS DISCLOSFD

(By Science) Service)

Rochester, N. Y., Novepber 0.— One of the mysteries of the Great War wa,q a
orL:,12r-1,  which circulated in its later months that the Chemical Warfare Service had

4,,_lscovered a new form of poison gas more deadly than anything the Germans had. boon
04°10 to make. The character :and composition of the now gas was kept a close so-

pret and very few even of the chemists of the country knew anything more th an that
trofessor W• Lee Lewis of Northwestern University was confined with his collabora-

a private laboratory in the production of a new compound, so poisonous that

f(A, drops upon the skin would prove fatal. News of this p6tont weapon of chem..

rcra warfare reached Germany and was, undoubttedly, one of the causes of the sudden

-̀solve of the Germans to make peace.

Dr. 
h 

Lewis for the first time made public the preparation of the mystery gas
ure •in an address before the local Section of the American Chemical Society. The

t stance is made by the action of two well-known chemicals, acetylene and arsenic

tr"ohloride. Acetylene gas, familiar to the public from its use in lighting, is

ru./3,i/3101 thrbugh a solution of the arsenic compound in the presence of aluminum chlo-

011,'" The gas is absorbed in the coirse of a couple of hours with the production

t luuch heat. Various compounds are formed, all of them more or less irritating

thu lungs and corrosive to the skin. The most effective of these is a product

ch has the cheldc Li name of chlor-vinyl-di-chlor-arsine. It is a colorless

tlquia which readily volatilizes to a gas. A mere trace of it in the air will at-

s43.ck the I.A.cous membrane of the nose and cause violent sneezing so that if a SO

p er has on a gas mask he is forced to take it off. But even if the gas cask is

the,rfectly tight it affords no protection, for Lewisite will soak through the clo-

t '171g and corrode the skin. It is too than twice as strong an irritant as mus-

s and, at is worse, its liajury is not confined to the skin for the arsenic

o'ca lletrates the body and causes death a few hours later. Three drops on the skin

4 a rat will kill it within an hour or two.

This compound had never boon rrepared previous to our entering the War, but

the time the Armistice came the United Status was turning out ton tons of it a

el The first hint of the existence of such a fatal compound came from the

t:tholic University where J. A. Newlands, working many years ago under the :Arco-

°1.1 of Dr. J. J. Griffin, found that acetylene and arsenic tri-chloride produced
irritl.tin-r, and toxic gas. When the United States entered the TiTar and chemists

called into consultation, Dr. Griffin suggested that this reaction might be
ti.nv35tigated Ind so Dr. Lewis took it up,. Since it was found so extremely toxic

1-ILited States Government entered on its Lemur acture on a large scale and a
lvt4ant costing 05,000,000 was put up for its production. In order to prevent any
rir4.:Arledge of the process leaking out the thousand men employed were pledged to re-

in the plant for the duration of the War. Thu the Armistice was signed all
''C Lewisite on hand was dta-Aped into the ocean.
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i(Eideibteohrsi:na This is thesecond of a series of articles on the Pacific problems that
the Washington Conference. Next week Mr. Allen will tell what the

P4cific area is so far as geographicA factors are concerned. These articles will
giv° your readers a backeround to the daily wired reports of the Conference.)

WORLD PROBLEMS OF riliE PACIFIC 

2. The Races of the Pacific.

By W. E. Allen,
of the Scripps Institute for Biological Research,

University of California.
(Science Service)

n All of the five primary races of kankind are represented to some extent in the
ie area. Particularly is this true if we include in that area the landstribu

to the Indian Ocean. In the area draining directly into the Pacific
the'L l proper.the Black race is not very conspicuous except in reinor locations and

Brown race is also relatively far from prominent thotgh scattered over a con-
ra-le area throtgh occupancy of islands.

Of the other three races the Red is least important so far as immediately pres-
prob1ers of the Pacific are concerned. Tt has, however, very valuable possi-

tAs a ::Los in case a constructive program for Pacific affairs should be developed.
race it is now confined mainly to areas in the two American continents extend-

ing about twelve hundred miles on each side of the equator. It has in tines past4rel does now in some localities show signs of initiative and organizing ability ofa }ail
61 type. But on the 4iole the main characteristic of this rizo is passivity,

'°11Pled with geographical fixity and localization of interest. Whatever else it
• Y do it is not likely to soon play a part as a disturber in world affairs.

Of the White race the reverse is true. Since the dawn of history it has boonno tab)4-0 for a distalrbing restlessness. For it,strangeness has hold peculiar fas-
cinati-on and the unknown has over furnished an urge to action, the search for ad-

Its inventive genius has flamed throlgh the centuries. Its organizing
11,13 has surpaseed that of all other races and in spite of internal strifes it
A flown remarkable cohesive tendencies in tines of crisis. Through all of those
toi cters there runs the connecting thread of hatred of unease. Suruaing up thee

.in biological terms we may say that it is pre-eminently the race of high ir-ritab •
the one most eaeily stirred to action by :any stimulus. As an offset

43 its disturbing qualities we may mention its constructive tendencies, its a-ggres-sive
energy and its capacity for concerted action.

For reviv centuries the main body of the Yellow race showed qualities similar—
th°so already ieentioned for the Red. More than the Red, perhaps, has it shown4'111 it
,s passivity a willingness to endure for the :rake of some end to be attained,

ieore of what may be called patience. Generally it has shown less initiativeThLi jSS rower of concerted action th an the Red. But there have been notable ex-
Many times great migrations ,vesteard by Yellow hordes have shown that

lthe rustless quality may be only dormant in the -main population. These migrations
rac'e,also revealed destructive qualities of a more distinct typo than those of other
sea In modern times the Jtpanuso breach of the race h as shown that when areal-

Y; ' sufficiently powerful stimuli this race may show ch Lracteristics very sim-.4.glilizo those of the White race. Aggressive energy, constructive ability and or-
capacity of a high order are being constantly shown. Apparently Aeon

le-o used the re is ample sensitivity. Such things may be disturbing unoth to
Who80  wish to see racial strife debarred in the Pacific area, but they are not

tk_ eiously disturbing as the fact that t4o Yellow race has over-populated its
tories and is developing and showing an endurance of adverse conditions of
-tich the ',7hite race is ill prepared to meet. Such powers of endurance must

btat r: o d with in considering future possibilities not only for the Pacific area
)e the world.
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1111OUGH OLD INDIANS DIE,
11}1EIR SOI\OS WILL LIVE FOREVER.

(By Science Service)

w Washington, November 00.- The old-fashioned Indian, with his war dances and

Etr feathers, his native songs and his tribal customs is disappearing from the West
by year as the younger generations embrace civilization.

0, Eut when the tribes of old Indians have all gone to the happy hunting ground
al , oblivion, it will be possible to stop into a museum and see specimens, photographs,

rtl: life—like groups of figures that will resurrect Indian scenes of the past• Wo
• even hear again the boat of Indian drums and the peculiar rhythm of ancientso ngs

h For on plains and deserts, from white men, on moonlight nights and under

sot sizzler  suns, Miss Frances Densmore, of Rod Wing, Minnesota, has listened to the
rgs and music of tribal gatherings and ceremonies. Then she has selected the best

1.-lost typical musicians and has persuaded them to sing into her phonograph. The
b"-sults of her latest work among the Ute Indians of Utah will soon be published in

ulletins of the Bureau of American Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution.

s Her phonograph has recorded on wax cylinders the songs of war and dance of

sevOZ tribes of Indians now living on Uncle Sam's reservations. Songs on all phi-

es ef their everyday life and those used in treating the sick have also boon pro..

s'ervea in this way.

"The In.lian,unlike most white people, sing in their throats with
Practically motionless," Miss Densmore observed. "The morache or a no

,rattle. and small and large drums are the musical instruments used to

erle vocal effotts while certain songs arc erhanced by beating on a h
Po10.1,

their lips
tchod stick
accompany
o rizontal

In ancient titles Indians said they received their songs in trances or long

;4Sts in the wilderness. Several modern Indian singers declared that they "hoard

4,811(z; in their sleep", sang it, and either awoke to find themselves singing it

'eucl or remembered it a'nd were able to sing it. In old times this was the princi-

al, way in which the songs were prdduced. In only one case has Miss Densmore been

to find a song of joint authorship and that one was a modern song composed by

'everal Indians working together.

th Going further than the more recording of songs, lass Densmore

c,e Indian music in notes. The terapp of the music transcribed by
h"ecked by analysis on the phonodeik, an instrument invented by Dr

Ivea:d of the department of 'physics, Case School of Applied Science,
f'.18 instrument transforms the sound waves of music into wavy line

Dr. Millet- found that there were no essential differences

h the musical transcriptions written by Miss Densmore by ear and

" Scientific method.

BATTERIES REVERSE VOLTAGE
LOW TEMPERATURE (By Science Service)

has transcribed
ear has been
. Dayton C. Miller,
Cleveland, Ohio,
s on photographic
between the time
those obtained by

Washington, November 00.- If the air wore liquid and had a temperature of

'iqrlus 274 degrees Fahrorheit the storage battery on your_ automobile would reverse

,1 8 voltage. Two physicists, G. W. VirAl and F. W. Art-rup, of the Bureau of Stan-

11‘'Is, have discovered this startling fact•
T•iniature s to rage battery that they subjected to such cold treatment not only

L e'ristered voltage in the wrong direction but on their delicate Instruments showed

vclts "charging", which is about six times the nornal discharge potential. A

cull of an electric flashlight waslgivon a similar cooling treatment and it re-

iirsed voltage also at the sub-arctic temperature. Down to about minus 100 legree::,

Irc e voltages of both storage cells and dry cells remain very nearly normal, and the

lt le>0 reversals occurred af ter the electrolyte and dry cells wore frozen.
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But there is no chance of a new kind or storage battery station advertising
otorage Batteries Rt.3ch arge.i by ir:.^t3e.ziner,". 7.7hile the Bureau of Standards tests

41.0we(i marvellously l.rL rs.:versed volt ages, the current, or the amount of electri-
citY, was vanishingly small. It practically did not exist.

After the dry culls were thawed out they were found to be about as good as
.1441'020n batteries. This result will reassure arctic explorers and high-altitude
'1Y,-,rs vino have to carry batteries into the low temperature regions of the earth.

NEWS OF THE STARS.

What You Can See On the Moon. 

By Isabel !I. Lewis,
of the U. S. Naval Observatory.

(Science Service)

, At the full of the -.soon one my easily s.cg; without telescopic aid the famous
rl.ter Tycho as "1. small whit() spot in the southeast quadrant of the moon's disk

‘s,Irld radiating from it in all directions like the spokes of a wheel its mysterious

I stc'cl Of rays that reach nearly across the entire disk in certain directions.j
lth field glasses or even opera glasses the details are still more distinct.

Tycho lies in the -midst of the most ragged portion of the moon's surface. In
1 3 brilliantly li.folinated region are craters crowded on craters, newly formed

ger"Ps frequently encroaching upon older formations. Of the thirty thousand lunar

th Lt have been mapped the majority are to be found in the vicinity of Tycho
011-1. In the south western quadrant of the noon, which is the most elevated portion

. the moon's surface. Some believe th at the dazzling brilliancy of those regions

ls duo to th,; f Let that they are covered with deposits of snow and hoar-frost.

t,. Along the southern edge of the lunar disk lie the Leibnitz and Doerfel lioun-

,1111s, ranging between 25,000 and 30,000 feet in height. A few of the loftiest
in these ranges are fully as high as Ht. Everest. , In proportion to the size

the noon lunar mountains are ,a.ch higher than terrestrial mountains. Our high-

would range from fifteen to twenty )siles in height if they were in the
oia'(3 proportion to the size of the earth that the lunar mountains are to the size
t the ',loon. The greater relative height of lunar mountains is supposed to be due

f -,ct that gravity on the noon is only one-sixth of gravity on the earth so
'4 volcanic eruptions ;al internal upheavals were correspondingly greater in the

Tycho is a typical lun .,4.• crater about, fifty-five miles in diameter with elab-
°ro..tely terraced encircling w lls about 16,000 feet high and a central peak about
°11-' high rising from the floor of the crater. Its ray system is its most
.a'.iIrSterio us feature. Tnotuh nunber of other craters have ray systems none of there
ire .Ls extensive and symmetrical in for,..1 as th at of Tycho. These stre aks or rays

ci alc to us like great cracks .that have filled up -dith raterial fron blow or, less •
Probably, the splashings from some great mutocrite th at hit the surf ace of the noon
,Ith terrific force. No theory of their orisi..-ih Ls proved to be entirely satisfac-cOryv

Thu extensive d ark patches so conspicuous at tine of full moon called "seas",
(4:r

si tth they contain no water, ar,. depressions on the lunar surface and some go so
Is to believe th at some form of vegetation may thrive in these regions since

1.7;e7( ap -i- ear variously colored. Others attribute the color effect to rocks of v_ar-
113 shades and tints and so the qLestion of the origin of the color that is so

sbserv..able remains unsettled.

So.,e observers of the noon now Clain th
of lunar craters -and that the moon is

°Len led to believe• In fact it .:Lppe ars as
r certain lunx markings is has been goirk,
world-f amo us "c anal s" of ars

at changes are taking place within a
not as dead a world .AS we have generally
if we may have as gre at a controversy r7r.

7 on for a niter of years concerning
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'PAT A :-.LTEORTTE CONTAINS.

Washirgton, Noveer 00.- (Scic.Ince Servik;e).- The masses of solid matter
th.e.t fall from the skies to the earth have as their principal constituents iron,
tnackul 1/11 cobalt, with smaller amounts of sulphur, carbon, phosphorus, and
jaccs of platinum and the allied metals. Dr. George P. 1 -rill of the National
"3":11 will soon publish in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
cln account of his invostig Itions of a 425-pound mass of meteoric iron found some

agO in Owens Valley, California. No gold, silver, load, copper, zinc, rare
l'Iparths or metals other than those mentioned could be detected in this meteorite
.the chemical methods employed in detailed analyses made by Prof. S. F. Brinkley

University. The findings in this case sustain Dr. :lerrilli s previous
-stigations of reported occurrence of certain minor constituents of these earth-y visitors.

NOW WE HAVE THE LOW-VOLTAGE, SELF-STARTIM,
NEON-TUNGSTEN-ARC-INCAMESCENr LA1.1P •

(By Science Service)

The low-voltage, self-starting, npon-tungsten-arc-incandescent electriclar
4 'IP has been perfected, McFarland Moore h s declared in a paper before the Ilium-

in.Latirt Engineering Society. This new and very simple efficient lamp looks much
the ordinary imandescent lamp in general use except that there is a gap in

filament wire of tungsten and that a gas is the light-giving material. The
:113 is filled with neon, an inert rare gas, and when the current is switched on

;ert, first appears around the wires or electrodes at the gap a close fitting,
ielectrio glow or corona discharge of light with the characteristic reddish color of

311* As the current rises this corona becomes no re intense and finally a very
;tense white arc appears in the gap between the electrodes. It is declared ,that

tYPe of lamp can be made for outputs ranging from very low to very high candle-
.4.°wers -Ind that it can be used for many purposes ranging general illuminationA 

Projection lantern service.

V
IS AN ATOI: CONSTRUCTED LIKE A CLOCK?

, London, November 00. (Science Service).- Sir Jvseph Lamar has stggested
an atom may be analogous to a clock. The outer electron system of the atom,

:In which its chemical and spectroscopic properties depend, and which has curt:Lin
`efa-nite rates of oscillation, would cores-pond to the pendulm, or better, to a
`;'° 111Pound pendular system of a clock, he says. The inner core of the atom is sii-a-ttAr to the spring of a clock, which, by -means of the escapement, slowly imparts
t's energy to the pendulum in a jerky fashion.

IIXICO AERIAL

Washington, November 00 (Science Service).- An aerial mail and passurgertr
ansportation service will shortly be inaaurated :t;:;; c;;; City and Tam-

ilexico, according to reports received here. Mere was recently inalgtu-a-e,•1 between Peking and Tsinan, China, an aerial postal service with planes leavingach city every other day.

CEDAR CHESTS KILL 1;10'11-1 WORMS.

',7ishington, November 00 IScience Service).-,It is the pleasant aroma that
LÌ Dus the trick of protecting wool clothing from moths. Young moth worms simplycant stand the smell of red cedar. They die and do not got a chance to feed onYour best suit. Grandmother knew cedar chests were mOth preventers, but it took

4L
Qepartment of Agriculture exports to prove just 'now the rod cedar moth defense°Ptrates. Thu adult or moth miller, its eggs, Lnd the pupae do not mind cedar.
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frtle wor,:s or larvae, which do the wool eating,
,ti.,stYine.; wool feed, are killed shotly eefter h

1114-us e tightly closed cedar chest. But,, say
re Po unds of unple as ant-smollitl:;- narh thüe neerdi„ ch,)st protect clothing just As Well.

nd Aiich develop into pupae after a

:etching by the odor of cedar that
the moth fighting experts, two or

, or illoth balls, placed in just an

UNIQUE CASE OF II\ECT PEST ERADICATION.

(By Science Service)

A few years ago citttus canker threatened to destroyi4lus tries of Florida :1-al adjoining states. A vigorous
7:4881) gurt, however, during which time all orchards found

to ti r''sult the Florida Plant Board was able to announce

71.1 11.' since Aecust, 1919, and that the disease was to be
18 is practically the only instance vinare a virulent p

'y established, has been thoroughly eradicated over any

WARD 15 CENTENARY GIFT.

the orange and other citrus

campaign of eradication

infected were destroyed.

that no infections had been

considered as eradicated.

lant disease, once that° Igh -

considerable area.

co, Tt'gucigalpa, Honduras, November 00 (Science Service).- Medical students here
4:ebrated the centenary of the country by presenting a tuberculosis ward to the gen-

hospitel here.

DAY'S SALARY FOR AVIATION.

Teglzigalpa, Honduras, November 00 (Science Service).- Officers and mon connec-

o,,. with the Department of War and Navy have given a day's salary toward the pur-

I.Vse of flying machines for the use of the aviation branch that is 'DAT established

+ore. To young Honduranians have been sent to the United States by the govornr.ont

st.uly aviation.

LAKE DIAI1OM SUBSTITUTE.

77:1shington, November 00 (Science Service).- Me Germans have prepared a con-

1.1(3urli of tungsten carbide, c "Vpolonit", that h ts a hardness of 9.8, %bile the

jar\iness of the diamnd is 10 on the geologist's scale of hardness. The compound

Prepared. at the temperature of 3000 degrees, Centigrade, and is not used as o.

'Llycl, but as an abrasive and cutting agent.

TEIRD OF GREAT .E3Par.7A1.11S REFUSE IS FUEL.

London, November 00 (Science Service)... Ye.e annual production of Great Brit-
.,12L/11 s house refuse, vthich amounts. to some ton eillion tons, could be madd to yield

l'ee 'million tons of flipl without touching its three to four million tons fertili-
iz:r Content, J. A. Priestly, president of the conference of the Institute of Clear

Superintealents, declares. He also states the fuel content represents approx-

:-Ituly ono-tenth of the annual domestic coal consumption of the country and even

;Lkire' into full consideration its comparatively small calorific value, the savi:-47,

1.;he nation f:ori its utiliz.tion would be enormous. This system of recovery of
u1 in doleestic ref use is no longer An experiment, he says, and is practical for

adortion except for conflict with vested interests.



D° YOU km THAT --

In California, where the rice fields are damaged by v 1st numbers of ducks,
'er°Plarles have been used to frighten away the birds by flying over the fields,AS a great many ducks have been killed by the aircraft in this process, effortsto have it discontinufid h ore been made by the American Game Protection Association.

The gold bearing gravel of the famous "Rand", in South Africa, contains only
few grains of gold to the ton.

It is estimated that there aro at least 2,000,000 species of insects, of
whicYI Only about 250,000 are known to science.

When steam replaced horses for hoisting and pumping in British mines, the
flood lrose of stating how nary horses were replaced by an engine. Experiments byB
ulton and Watt showed that a powerful dray-horse could lift 330 pounds out of
raine shaft at a. rate of 100 feet per minute. Hence the unit known as -1. "horse-

Power'',

DO YOU KNOW THAT --

ed Pearl essence, used in making artificial pearls, is a silvery pigment obtain-
f:rola the surface of fish scales. In the manufacture of such pearls, the innerwai
I of the thin glass spheres is co tted with this essence and tho cavity filled•Arith 
hard wax.

It takes 10 months to build a 14-inch gun, the life of which is 150 shots
before relining. As each shot is executed in from one-fiftieth to one-thirtieth
of a second, -the actual life of the gun in use a.gg,regates only about 3 seconds.

insn +
, it is stated that there are about 13 generations of th

and if all survived the twelfth brood alone would number
"lviduals. If this brood wore arranged in a line, 10 insects
would extend, not merely to the sun or the nearest star, but a
4-Olt-years'.

To illustrate the utility of birds in preventing the incre 71.90 of injurious
e hop aphis in a
10 sextillion in-
to the inch, it
distance of 2,500

Horszheeing was once regarded as a partidularly aristocratic art and was
Practiced by nobloment bishops, and even kings. This fact explains why the horse-
shcc figures in the arms of nany ancient European families.

DO YOU KNOV/ THAT

A rare specimen of squid, five feet long, was recently washed on board the
S c,*• "Caronia" during a storm. Only two other specimens of this creature have
'eon recorded, and the last previous capture was in 1876.

According to Dr. 7. T. I-Tornaday, furs will be unobtainable if the destruction
of fur-bearing animals for tlieir skins ccntinu,.:s at the present rate. No 1095

pan 80 skins are requiredi to make a mink wrv,, 200 for a squirrel coat, 280 to
00 for a black mole coat.

Within the prophd,sUperpower zone, only about 19,000 miles of the 36,000
of main line, yard, and siding railroad track could be profitably electri-

Lied.

-.There has been engraved on an area of glass only 1/11,000 of a square inch
1:110 complete Lord' s Prayer. This was, accomplished by an English clergyman, who-
1,-Aer :laced the whole prayer on 1 /110,000 square inch. On the first scale one
.cild a a1f complete bibles could be placed on a square in# o area, while fifteen
ceiaplete bibles could be engraved on a square inch of glass if the smaller scale
Ivore used.



DO YOU KrOW THAT --

ti • rfhThere is no
L,O wraPping of Egy-,-;ti lute lie h ger.ein.atel.

repeatedly tried wit•nout success to :-,ernin:s_te
0th°r 8"Lisb The oxtrk.)me lir it of vitality of seeds is from twenty to thirtyYears,

the frequently published statement th_t wheat taken from
Uager and other E7yptologists
a.nc ie nt grains of wheat and

.,

The available water-power of the world is estimated at about 200,000,000
horsepower of which approximately 25,000,000 3.s now developed or in course of
st"eicTLent.

n g 1.1%11 ti 4; was fi_rst propeseLl, Sr Walter Scott ridiculed the idea of
btgl:'t.4-1-g. London by smoke," 1.nd "carrying the 1.4glat below the clirouts in pipes,
"6 no lived to see his own home, Abbotsl'ora, iigntod by gas.

According to an official report issued in Now Jersey, the mosquito post could
;.1 03 nated from that state for all tine by a five-yoar campaign costing loss
0„ Ìri millIon dollars It is claimed • that this would, in 20 years, add $500,

00 to the industrial value of the state 

DO YOU KNOW THAT IN•

Fruit and vegetable gro'lers of the State of Washington have imported South
,i:"rican ant bears to help corbat insect posts. The ant boar is a queer-looking
'rC-nos4d animal as large air a good-sized dog.

Off The application of the term "bug" to insects in general is a particularlye
nslve Americanism. This name belongs only to the bedbig and his roar xelatives

A 
irh 

Norwegian meteorological station has been established on the hitherto un-

b 
,ab.ited island of Jan Mayon in the Arctic Ocean and is sending weather reportsy 41reless to Euro-Fo.

The exact quota of representatives in Congress to which each state is theoret-icoi
'Y entitled on the basis of population usually involves a fraction. The pro..

Ylea r:1 of rerl:,cirg these ex lot quotas by whole nuobers in such a way that the re-
UltiX injustice, due to the adjustment of the fractions, shall be as small as

''s?ssible has boon a subject of v.:;o:'..ent debate in Cork,Tress for a hurt.lred years, be-
Lies ongaging the attention of able ilathematicians and economists.

1)0 YOU KNOW THAT
wr• •

Duralurin, an alloy of alazninura and ocp: •elth a little ms.ru,anoso and nag-
has about the sane strength as cc:a.e.-rol.".ce. eteel but is only one-third

48 heavy. It was first used comereially 2.eppolin airchips, and is
ricw used in building both airships and aeropanee.

The French anistry of Public Works is planning to erect on the coast of
• ..tanny an exi:erimental station for generating electricity from the power of the

Thc.) rrocess of gathering cochineal insects from the cactus brancies on wh:•..eh
,Th'1/4-0Y :Live is exceedingly tedious, a days picking anunting to only about two ovnoes.
'no insects are very small, about 70,000 of thole, when dried, weighing a pound.

The salt nines at Wieliczka, in Galicia, const3tuto a veritable underground
city, containing chapels,altars, ballrooms, thrones an:1 staircases all cut out of
rock salt. Chandeliers of salt hang the roof and salt statues adorn the walls.
tleCtric li-ht makes the sceno ,vonaerf W.ly beautiful. These famous mines have.;been
orxeJ ror 48CAPP years.

MID


